Analytics Actionable Business Intelligence For Effective Spend Management

Gain visibility
into your spend,
supplier and
user data with
ESM Solutions’
robust Spend
Analytics
platform.
+ analyzes your spend to find
opportunities for savings
+ collects data in one intuitive
interface
+ contains all information required
for strategic sourcing

ESM Solutions’ Spend Analytics tool displays the who, what,
where and when of your organization’s spend in an intuitive
dashboard, enabling you to make strategically informed
decisions with actionable data.

++ categorizes your spend based on multiple criteria to
maintain organized data and show trends over time

The Benefits

++ improves overall organizational compliance

Organizational Savings
++ identifies cost-saving opportunities and operational
efficiencies as well as non-compliant, maverick spend
++ drives incremental savings and efficiencies
++ saves time by instantly generating comprehensive analyses
of your spend
++ requires little time and effort from customers to implement

Spend Visibility
++ gives a complete dashboard view of organization-wide
spend

++ compares and benchmarks your data to other organizations
in your industry

One Intuitive Platform
++ Spend Analysis — find where in your spending to make
savings, identify cooperative purchasing opportunities
and understand how your spend compares to other
organizations’
++ Compliance — easily track, analyze and manage spend
with contracted suppliers by joining your contract and
spend data to assess opportunity for savings
++ Measurement — Capture, collate, analyze and report
the savings and efficiencies delivered by easyPurchase™;
generate reports that demonstrate procurement’s added
value in language your organization will understand

++ more than 180 preconfigured reports and exportable
charts provide instant visibility into your spend data
++ summary-level dashboard delivers concise, actionable
information for tracking spend performance to facilitate
strategic decision-making

Strategic Analysis
++ makes data easy to navigate, interpret and understand
across the organization
++ helps users understand spend distribution and data
administration
++ merges data from your ERP and eProcurement system to
accurately analyze your organizational spend
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